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English,Russian

nice BGM, nice dialogue, nice city, nice radio station. Jokes everywhere during gameplay. This game easily gives you tons of
joy and happyness at a low price.. i didnt know the already made gta 7. Best russian game ever and true eastern slavic
masterpiece.. lul fake also a really bad game. Now, as an European individual I did not get many of the refrences, since this
game mocks Russia. I have not finished the game yet, but I got 2 hours on it, and I think that's enough on a parody game. The
movement is slow, and weird. Car driving isn't that great. Some missions are hard as , and the graphics aren't that great. But one
part that made me laugh like I never did since the latest TAWoG episode. The voice acting is straight up awesome and
humorous. The sounds in the game made me laugh uncontrolably for a few good minutes. The radio news are very sarcastic and
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dry comedy is dripping from every line in the whole game. Now, if you want to have a laugh, then buy this game! If you're into
great games, then what are you doing here, on a parody game that's clearly GTA: VC but more comedy. Now, I'll give this game
the benifit of the doubt and recommend it since it's a parody and because of it's very funny dialogues. Also, if you're a casual
player and don't like playing hardcore, then you should not buy this, since there are some hard missions to complete before you
even reach halfway through the game.. Rockstar Games can learn a few things from this game Kebab/10. This game is just
unpolished. I get it with a discount of 90% (about for 0.30 cents). No words about this game. You have to play it to understand
what is all about. It's kinda funny game. I liked that.. 10 10, !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. BEST GAME EVER !!! 10/10 Only
Contra Point: not enough weird Russian Memes.
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